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What is 

Gender refers to the sociallyconstructed

such as norms, roles and relationshipsof

Gender is the theory of sexuality. Itdetermines

feminine and a man to be masculine.For

masculinity is the idea of machoism.

What is Gender?

constructedcharacteristics of women and men –

of and between groups of women and men.

determineswhat it means for a woman to be

For example, the dominant understanding of



Masculinity

Bread-winner

Machoism 

Rational

Just

Objective

Independent

Autonomous

Feminity

Housewife

Fragility

Emotional

Caring

Prejudiced

Dependent

Heteronomous



What is Language

Language is a systemthat consistsof

and use of complex systems ofcommunication,

do so; and a language is any specificexample

Language is a social systemof meaning

signification, where words(signifiers)

The structure of language is neverfully

Language?

of the development, acquisition,maintenance

communication,particularly the human abilityto

exampleof such a system.

meaning. It is the product of the processof

(signifiers)are given meaning (signified) socially.

fully operative, they are in constant flux.



Why is Language

Language is the only mediumthrough
human actions but also, and more
activity.

Language is constitutive of reality.Reality
no reality outside language.Language
sense of the world. Human beings are

Language produces texts forknowledge
configured in language is a text today.

Language important?

through which theories not only process
importantly, materialize into human

Reality exists within language. There is
Languageis laden with concepts which make

concept-bearing animals.

knowledgecreation. Any experience that can be
.



How does Gender
interact?

Premise 1- Reality exits within language

Premise 2 - Patriarchy is a reality

Conclusion - Language is a bearer of patriarchal norms and 

Gendered language is a fact of everyday lives.

Gender and Language
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Reality exits within language

Patriarchy is a reality

Language is a bearer of patriarchal norms and 

Gendered language is a fact of everyday lives.



What does Gendered Language 

Othering: the process whereby theinhabitants

represented in negativeand

generalised about as ifthey

In asimilarmanner,sexismIn asimilarmanner,sexism

women as ahomogeneous

Woman

The Other

Gendered Language do?

inhabitantsof colonised countries are

anddegrading ways and often

theywere all the same.

sexismdegradeswomenandgeneralisessexismdegradeswomenandgeneralises

homogeneousgroup.

Human

Man = the Self



Self-Identification: the process of assigning of a particular characteristic or 
categorization to oneself. One is always discursively created. 

Gendered language has created a heteronormative matrix for 
describing oneself as normal (heterosexual) or abnormal 
(homosexual).

Heteronormativity is the belief that heterosexuality is the only 
standard natural sexual orientation and that there are only two 
genders – male and female.
standard natural sexual orientation and that there are only two 
genders – male and female.

The recent acceptance of the ‘other’ as the third gender provides 
a progressive language to the multiple gender identities. 
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Discourse: 1. the general domain of all statements

2. an individualizable group of statements

3. a regulated practice

General domain - All utterances having some effect in the real world

Individualized statements - Discourse of Feminity and Masculinity, 

Gender Equality

Regulated Practice - Rules and Structures which produce particular 

utterances, like the structure of Patriarchy

1. the general domain of all statements

2. an individualizable group of statements

3. a regulated practice

All utterances having some effect in the real world

Discourse of Feminity and Masculinity, 

Gender Equality

Rules and Structures which produce particular 

utterances, like the structure of Patriarchy



How Language is Gendered?

Postman

Doctor

EngineerEngineer

Gentleman

Man power

How Language is Gendered?

Housewife

Midwife

BeauticianBeautician

Nurse

Nanny

Maid

Airhostess



Practice makes a 

Early to bed, early to rise
makes a manhealthy, wealthy and wise

No manis an island

A dog is a man’s A dog is a man’s 

A good man is hard to find

A man is known by his friends

A man’s home is 

Practice makes a manperfect

Early to bed, early to rise
healthy, wealthy and wise

is an island

man’s best friendman’s best friend

is hard to find

is known by his friends

home is his castle



Second and Third waves of Feminism

Second wave Feminism  

Difference Feminism: The belief that there are differences between men and 
women but no value judgments can be placed upon them.women but no value judgments can be placed upon them.

Biological Determinism: The idea that human behaviour is determined by 
biological attributes. 

Gender Essentialism: The imagination that there is a fixed essence of women 
which is universal. 
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Third wave Feminism 

Postmodernism: The theory which believes there is no essence and no 
natural point to begin with.

Diversity: The idea of accepting the identifiable differences in cultural 
backgrounds of women.backgrounds of women.

Intersectionality: The imagination of interlocking systems of power affecting 
one’s identity.
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Gender Inclusive Language

Man People

Chairman Chairperson

Policeman Police officer

Fireman Firefighter

Salesman Salesperson

Housewife Homemaker

Gender Inclusive Language

Police officer



THANK YOU!THANK YOU!


